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1.1 Merry Christmas! ATO reminds employers of FBT
on Christmas parties and gifts
The ATO has reminded employers of the FBT implications
of providing Christmas parties and gifts to employees.
For Christmas parties, the factors which impact if it is
subject to FBT includes:
• How much it costs – minor benefit with taxable
value of less than $300 are exempt from fringe
benefits (with certain exceptions) where they are
considered exempted minor benefits. This will
include Christmas parties and gifts where they are
under $300/per head;
• Where and when it is held – a party held on
business premises on a normal work day versus an
event outside of work;
• Who is invited – employees, partners of employees
or clients?
Christmas gifts may also attract FBT, depending on
how much it cost, the type of gift and whether it is being
provided to employees (subject to FBT) or clients.
1.2 The battle for your vote begins- Government and
Labor announces their policies
Prime Minister Scott Morrison said that the Budget
would be April 2, 2019 and Australian will go to the polls
after that. On the back of this, both the Liberal National
Government and Labor Opposition are announcing their
proposed tax policies, including:
Announcements by Opposition Labor (if elected):
• Limit negative gearing to new housing only, with
investments made before a yet-to-be-determined
date fully grandfathered;
• Reduce the CGT discount for holding assets for
more than 12 months from 50% to 25%;
• Removal of franking credit refunds
superannuation funds and individuals;

for

• “Name and shame” phoenix directors engaged
in illegal phoenix activity and other serious tax
offences.
The Liberal National Government has announced the
following:
• Reform genuine redundancy payments. Currently,
only individuals under 65 years old can receive
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a tax-free component of genuine redundancy
payment. The government proposed that genuine
redundancy and early retirement scheme payments
will be aligned with the Age Pension qualifying age
from 1 July 2019, which means all individuals aged
below the Age Pension qualifying age (66 years old
on 1 July 2019 rising to 67 by 1 July 2023) will be
able to receive a tax-free component;
• Simplify and extend the Employee Share Scheme
(ESS) regime to increase the limit from $5,000 to
$10,000 of eligible financial products that can be
offered to the employee in a year, and expand
eligible ESS to include contribution plans where
an employee can make monetary contribution to
acquire eligible financial products;
• Doubling the reporting thresholds for ASIC
reporting purposes. “Large” proprietary companies
are required to prepare and lodge a financial report,
director’s report and auditor’s report with ASIC
each year. The threshold for “Large” is proposed to
be double as follows:
Current

Proposed

Consolidated revenue

$25M

$50M

Consolidated gross assets

$12.5M

$25M

Employees

50

100

• Extend early release of super to domestic violence,
dental treatment, disability aids and modified
vehicles, and severe financial hardship. Tighten
early release of super for mental health, overseas
medical treatment, and mortgage foreclosure.
• Establish a $2 billion fund for small business
lending.
3. No income tax deduction from 1 July 2019 if no
withholding from certain payments
The Treasury Laws Amendment (Black Economy
Taskforce Measures No.2) Bill 2018 was Assented on
29 November 2018. Importantly, from 1 July 2019, a
deduction is not allowed in relation to a payment of the
following items if the PAYG withholding regime applied
to the payment, the payer was required to withhold an
amount, and the payer did not withhold such an amount:
• Salary, wages, commissions, bonuses or
allowances to an employee;
• Directors fees;
• A religious practioner;
• Under a labour-hire arrangement; or
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• For a supply of services (excluding supplies of
goods and supplies of real property) where the
payee has not quoted its ABN
Two exceptions are provided:
i)
Where an ABN is quoted by an employee and
the employer honestly believes their employees are
acting as contractors;
ii)
Voluntary notification to the Commissioner
of Taxation of their mistake in withholding prior to
commencement of audit or other compliance activity.
4. Entitlement to foreign income tax offset reduced
by CGT discount – Burton v FCT
The taxpayer was an Australian tax resident
and sold assets in the US, which was subject
to tax in the US and he paid tax in the US.
As the taxpayer was an Australian tax resident, he was
also subject to Australian CGT with a discount of 50%
for holding the US assets for more than 12 months.
The issue is whether the taxpayer was entitled as
a credit a Foreign Income Tax Offset (FITO) on
all of the tax paid in the US, or only 50% as he
received a 50% discount on the gain in Australia.
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to be permanently and entirely dissipated in
remunerating employees of that business in
a relatively short period of the contribution.
• A contribution to an ERT is assessable income
of an employee where it is in the character of
ordinary income, is applied or dealt with on the
employee’s behalf or as the employee directs, and
is not otherwise excluded by the tax legislation.
• A contribution made by a private company to
an ERT could be deemed to be a dividend
under Division 7A if no part of the contribution
is provided in respect of a particular
employee (in their capacity as an employee).
The ATO outlined their compliance approach in Appendix
1 of the ruling and indicated they would consider the
following factors in an ERT arrangement to be high risk:
• A deduction is created or generated for an expense
that is unnecessary or lacks commercial rationale;
• Investment or application by the ERT of contributed
amounts that is inconsistent with delivering benefits
to employees;
• Use/economic benefit by employees before the
funds become assessable to employees;
• Provision of benefit to employee through ERT
inconsistent with how the employee is in fact taxed.

The Federal Court agreed with the Commissioner,
and the taxpayer was only allowed to offset 50%
of the US tax paid as FITO as only 50% of the gain
was included in his assessable income in Australia.
This is because under Australian legislation, only
tax paid on income assessable in Australia is eligible
for FITO. As only 50% of the gain was assessable in
Australia, the taxpayer is only allowed 50% of the FITO.

6. Draft Guidance PCG 2018/D8: Transfer pricing for
inbound distributors

5. Employee remuneration trust ruling finalised TR
2018/7

• Distributing goods purchased from related foreign
entities for resale; and

The ATO published TR 2018/7 on 31 October 2017
which finalises Draft TR 2017/D5. The ATO has not
changed its view from TR 2017/D5 but the ruling is
now shorter coming in at 37 pages (rather than 48
pages) with the ATO providing a summary of their
compliance approach in Appendix 1 of the ruling.

• Distributing digital products or services where the
intellectual property in those products or services is
owned by related foreign entities.

The ruling provides tax consequences for the employer,
employee and the employee remuneration trustee as
follows:
• A contribution an employer makes to an Employee
Remuneration Trust (ERT) is deductible where it
is an irrevocable payment of cash, made when
the employer is carrying on a business because
the employer reasonably expects their business
to benefit from the contribution, and intended
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The ATO released draft guidelines for inbound
distributors who:

The ATO indicates that it will assess the transfer pricing
risk of inbound distribution arrangements by comparing
the Earnings Before Interest and Tax (EBIT) relative
to sales for the taxpayer against their industry sector.
The ATO provided expected EBIT margin for general
distributors (unclassified), life sciences, information and
communication technology and motor vehicles and when
they are considered to be high, medium and low risk.
For general distributors (unclassified), their risk rating
based on EBIT are as follows:

Risk rating

EBIT Margin

High risk

Below 2.1%

Medium risk

Between 2.1% - 5.3%

Low risk

Above 5.3%

The ATO indicated that falling outside of the low-risk zone
may give rise to inappropriate transfer pricing outcomes
and the ATO may conduct some form of compliance
activity in relation to the taxpayer’s inbound distribution
arrangements.

$150k: monthly payment based on monthly
lodgements with annual reconciliation.
Other changes including extending the deadline for
annual reconciliation from 21 to 28 days, reduction in
penalties and engagement with software providers are
also proposed.

Clients conducting an inbound distribution business for
an international related party parent should contact Hall
Chadwick for advice regarding the impact of this draft PCG.

1. NSW proposes stamp duty brackets to be indexed
On 5 November 2018, NSW Treasurer announced that
NSW will be the first State or Territory to index stamp
duty brackets to CPI.
The NSW Government indicated that “Over the past 15
years, the average rate of stamp duty rose from 3.37
per cent to 4.05 per cent. At the same time, the median
house price in Sydney rose from around $400,000 to
$1 million. The new changes ensure the tax on housing
does not continue to grow.
The immediate savings are modest but will become
substantial for home buyers in the long term. If stamp
duty brackets had been indexed to CPI 15 years ago, the
amount payable on a $500,000 home would be around
$2000 lower today; the amount payable on a $1.5 million
home would be around $6400 lower.”
Indexation is proposed to start from 1 July 2019.
2. NSW payroll system to be streamlined to 3-tiered
compliance model
Currently, a business is required to report its actual
monthly wages to Revenue NSW and pay payroll tax
monthly, with an annual reconciliation done at the end
of the financial year. These lodgement and payment
obligations are proposed to be reduced as follows:
• Business with payroll tax liability of <$20,000:
annual payment, lodgement and reconciliation;
• Business with annual payroll tax liability of
>$20,000 up to $150,000: monthly payment of a
fixed amount, based on previous year’s payroll tax
liability (with 3% uplift), annual reconciliation;
• Business with annual payroll tax liability above
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